
Surprisingly sophisticated standmounters for their size and price...                     
We're hugely impressed that the Diamond 12.1s 

can live with the best at the price. 
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LATEST NEWS & REVIEWS - December 2020

DIAMOND 12.1

Big Wharfedale fan, Joey Mariano the personality behind Joe N Tell - a 

YouTube channel dedicated to easy to understand reviews of hi-fi 

audio, home theater AV, personal audio, and other tech. No flowery 

descriptions here - commends the DIAMOND 12.1 with the 'Best 

bookshelf under $500' and ranked as number 4 on the tightly 

contested 'Best overall sound quality, regardless of price'.

Joe N Tell (USA)- Best Bookshelf Speakers Under $500

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOf2s3FjEJw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOf2s3FjEJw
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DIAMOND 12 Series

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwtirfyRYAM&feature=youtu.be

Oct, 2020 RIDICULOUSLY GOOD! [Diamond12.1s] do offer a never good choice... And I think they are 
pretty damn cool!

Pursuit Perfect System (UK) - 
Serious Bang For Buck

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/wharfedale-diamond-121

Oct, 2020 Surprisingly sophisticated standmounters for their size and price… We’re hugely impressed 
that the Diamond 12.1s can live with the best at the price.

What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars

https://bit.ly/D12-DarkoReview

Nov, 2020 One thing that I know about these speakers straight way is quite amazing how far 

affordadble loudspeakers come in terms of fit and finishes… Tight, well-composed and 

cohesive... You have to step up to more expensive to be better than this!

Big Wharfedale fan, Joey Mariano the personality behind Joe N Tell - a YouTube channel 

dedicated to easy to understand reviews of hi-fi audio, home theater AV, personal audio, 

and other tech. No flowery descriptions here - commends the DIAMOND 12.1 with the 

'Best bookshelf under $500' and ranked as number 4 on the tightly contested 'Best 

overall sound quality, regardless of price'.

Darko.Audio (DE)

Dec, 2020 Joe N Tell (USA)- Best
 Bookshelf Speakers
 Under $500

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOf2s3FjEJw
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https://www.whathifi.com/news/wharfedales-flagship-elysian-speakers-set-for-august-release
https://www.whathifi.com/news/wharfedales-flagship-elysian-speakers-set-for-august-
release

ELYSIAN Series

May, 2019 The Elysian speakers sport eye-catching AMT tweeters… high-frequency driver, a form of 
electrostatic transducer, designed to move a high volume of air for low distortion and high 
accuracy. 

What Hi-Fi?
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https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DYU2plQQ2qS1Bhje0eQC

Feb, 2020 Both ELYSIAN 2 and ELYSIAN 4 receive an official verdict of 'EXCELLENT'. With commendation 
on 'above average sensitivity, acoustically insert cabinet design and precise 
reproduction…with infallible localisation of the individual instruments that are well separated 
in the recordings', Stereo Magazine certifies the ELYSIAN series as a new reference point from 
Wharfedale!

Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czechia) - Excellent

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfM5HWsQ2qS1BhjFmPIC

Mar, 2020 The Wharfedale is the most accessible loudspeaker in our reference class, it ranks very high 
up. Once again, we are amazed at the pricing…. The ELYSIAN 4 is a loudspeaker of the highest 
order. A place in the ‘reference class “best” list’ is the reward for it.

AUDIO.de Magazine - 
Recommended

http://bit.ly/ELYSIAN2_Tharbamar

Sep, 2020 One of the signatures of this speaker is top-end high quality finish, like super expensive Sonus 
Faber, the fit and finish in quality components to be used. The stand itself is very impressive! 
…this is the one of the high end speakers that you can get in this price point. Finishing quality 
is comparable to more than 10K dollars speakers.   

Tharbamar (USA)



https://theaudiobeatnik.com/review-wharfedale-evo4-2-bookshelf-speakers/

Jun, 2020 How can a pair of speakers that cost under $1,000 sound this good?' I repeatedly tried to 
uncover a flaw or shortcoming in their performance or build quality, but ultimately I couldn’t.

The Audio Beatnik (USA)

HI-FI WORLDHI-FI WORLD
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EVO4 Series

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DTKUABYQ2qS1BhjnnKsD

Jul, 2020 Wharfedale's Evo4.3s are very distinctive in presentation method… dramatic studio monitor 
sound that throws the music out - wants 'an all. Worth hearing; unique sound. Projective 
mid-range, firm bass, vivid insight!

Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes Outstanding 
Amongst The Best

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYLM0tzttYQ

Aug, 2020 In my opinion this is the best pair of speakers you can get for under 1000 USD… nothing can 
touch the EVO4.2 in this price point. I am very happy that I had this experience with this 
speaker.. enjoying my favourite music. This is a highly recommended, high quality speaker, 
well designed.. well crafted!

Tharbamar (USA)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e1Xf7biiewk

Sep, 2020 This really is a beautiful sounding speakers - the EVO4.3… It's very easy to listen speakers… 
very spacious, nice senses of depth… Really, realy nice done, adjustable spikes. Solid feeling, 
very classic, very nice thought [spikes]… LINTON  makes really strong impression, because it's 
just so classic on its sound... Both are very satisfying speakers!

Steve Guttenberg Audiophiliac 
(USA)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJRXjtfE5FA&feature=youtu.be

Aug, 2020
I have to say, it looks absolutely stunning… in my nearly 20 years of being an enthusiast, I can’t recall 

any other manufacturer offering anything like this for the same amount of money… say what you will 

about made in China, IAG knocked it out the park with this one! It set’s a whole new standard in that 

category, it will make 2000 USD speakers blush by comparison. When you accommodate these 

speakers accordingly, they deliver sound beyond what you would expect at this price-point.

Zero Fidelity (USA)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbLgD9Tx4Pg

Aug, 2020 [EVO4.2] has set a very high bar for all the other eight speakers in this group test to follow! It's 
because they have delivered pretty much everything to a very good standard; good clarity, 
good resolution, good space, good communicative-ness… very bass performance for a 
bookshelf speaker. And, all of that is the price point!

Pursuit Perfect System (UK)

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-stereo-speakers-2020

Oct, 2020 Best floorstanding speaker £1000-£1500. The EVO4.4s are excellent speakers for the money - 
they pack in a lot of tech and use it to deliver a class leading sound.

What Hi-Fi? - 
Best stereo speakers 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlWShSH5RRs&feature=youtu.be

Oct, 2020 I really love how EVO4.2s look, I really appreciate the build quality, I really appreciate the mid 
range and their bass quality. I really appreciate just how much speakers that we are getting in 
for our money... it gets to work in majority of real world living room... Very well done, and very 
well deserved!

Pursuit Perfect System (UK) - 
Serious Performer, 
Best In Class (Large)
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https://www.whathifi.com/news/wharfedale-evo-4-promise-evolution-of-affordable-hi-fi-
speakers

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/wharfedale-evo-44

Oct, 2019 Impressively articulate… fine sense of timing… entertaining and detailed… 
an excellent long-term choice. The EVO4.4s are excellent speakers for the money – they pack 
in a lot of tech and use it to deliver a class-leading sound.

What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars

https://www.whathifi.com/news/wharfedale-evo-4-promise-evolution-of-affordable-hi-fi-
speakers
https://www.whathifi.com/news/wharfedale-evo-4-promise-evolution-of-affordable-hi-fi-
speakers

May, 2019 Wharfedale is no strange to the affordable end of the speaker market, and its affordable 
speakers no stranger to What Hi-Fi? awards. Most interesting is the inclusion of an AMT treble 
driver, borrowing technology learnings from the new flagship Elysian speakers.

What Hi-Fi?

EVO4 Series

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DfQmUEUQ2qS1Bhjmz5wC

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DS65JRIQ2qS1BhjLxrYC

Nov, 2019 Packed full of technology… second to none at this price!What Hi-Fi? Magazine - 
Best Floorstanding Speaker 
£1000-£1500

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-stereo-speakers-2019

Oct, 2019 Best floorstanding speaker £1000-£1500. 
Wharfedale shows it can really deliver when it comes to premium speakers.

What Hi-Fi? - AWARDS 2019

BEST FLOORSTANDING
SPEAKER £1000-£1500

https://avmania.zive.cz/wharfedale-evo41-vyborne-regalove-hi-fi-reprobedny-za-dostupnou-
cenu-test

Mar, 2020 The Wharfedale EVO4.1 shelving loudspeakers are truly reputable, accessible shelves that 
show how much (in terms of technology and materials) the manufacturer has managed to 
invest without departing from the range of affordable hi-fi... a fascinating value for money and 
sound that, in its quiet, welcoming and nicely clear sound, will be a tireless guide to the world 
of music for hours and hours.

ZIVE (Czechia) 

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DYCs2rgQ2qS1BhjNpOsC

Mar, 2020 The Wharfedale is £50 and a world away in design and execution from the immensely 
capable B&W 606 that won the Group Testing HFC454. With acoustic material and detail 
retrieval, the Evo4.2 is on a different level and is the logical choice...definitely worthy of a 
thorough audition at the price.

Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSP3r3MQ2qS1BhiUpesC

Mar, 2020 Wharfedale's Evo4.2s are interestingly different and appelaed to me… strong, projective 
sound with super-smooth highs. Big bodied yet accurate. A "must hear" - especially at the 
price.

Hi-Fi World - 
5 Globes Outstanding 
Amongst The Best

Dec, 2019 Wharfedale EVO4.2 is characterized by a continuous and balanced transparent sound over 
the entire transmitted band. There are more accurate and live basses than the “paper” 
parameters might seem, deeper basses are at least well indicated. The color-forming middle 
band is legible to the last detail, and the light open heights in the class can withstand only 
superlatives. The wide music scene is not lacking in depth, and when we add excellent 
dynamics, we can hardly expect more from speakers up to CZK 20,000…  In the class up to the 
reference sound; perfectly rigid baffle; practical opening of the slit bass reflex.

Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech) - Recommended &
 Best Deal



Jan, 2018 The British speakers delight with a very lively and powerful sound… Modern technology and 
a harmonious design add to the rousing sound.

HiFiTest.de Magazine 
- Best of HiFi Test 2018

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUWcnrsQ2qS1BhivwHo
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Jul, 2018 Outstanding, British Heavyweight… The Diamond 11.4 is no featherweight, but offers a sound 
as mature as it is remarkable at the price.

Stereo & Video Magazine
(Czech) - 5 Stars Outstanding

Nov, 2018 A long-running design revamped for the modern age, the Diamond 11.1 speaker provided 
it's positioned with care, delivers striking imaging and fluency and possesses a tight, 
well-controlled bass.

Hi-Fi News - Outstanding 
Products
(2018's Best Hi-Fi Products)

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DacceL8Q2qS1BhjRr4kB

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DWuG9ocQ2qS1Bhi--cEB

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DbVM5KMQ2qS1BhjuxWM

May, 2019 Sophisticated, well-balanced sound; build and finish. We rate the standmount members of 
the new Diamond family, but its smallest floorstander is even better still.

Hi-Fi Choice - Recommended

http://www.theabsolutesound.com/articles/wharfedale-diamond-111-loudspeaker/

Jun, 2019 ...the Wharfedale Diamond 11.1s never failed to keep me engaged. They always did my 
favorite records justice. They just sounded simple and good. I can’t really ask more from a 
speaker of any price.

The Absolute Sound Magazine 
(USA)

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUEkVlkQ2qS1Bhi9hfUB

Sep, 2019 Clear and balanced sound, with the full deep bass. The middle frequency band shows 
enough detail, whereas the hight frequency is very clear. Does not lack of width or depth. 

Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech) -  Group Test

http://www.theabsolutesound.com/articles/2019-high-end-audio-buyers-guide-stand-
mounted-loudspeakers-under-1000-1/

Dec, 2019 If you're starting a budget system, the Wharfedale's Diamond 11.1 is the first and 
pontentially last place you need you need to look… They just sounded simple and good!

The Absolute Sound Magazine 
(USA) - Product Of The Year

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DV-W7s0Q2qS1BhidjM0C

https://www.wharfedale.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/D11.jpg?fbclid=IwAR37c-
kO_t6gmqVHGjHS0fhz0gXqkr7owvu7qzZWrtUqwhorwwyeoP27UTY

Jan, 2020 Sophisticated, well-balanced sound; build and finish. We rate the standmount members of 
the new Diamond family, but its smallest floorstander is even better still."

Hi-Fi Choice - 
Yearbook 2019
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D300 Series
Apr, 2019 The Wharfedale D300 set offers a powerful surround set for a very reasonable price, which 

sounds remarkably good both in film sound and as a hi-fi set. The balanced sound, the 
precise spatial reproduction, the uncritical placement in the living room and the elegant 
design are above average for this price class.  Extreme sound for money - Wharfedale has 
hit the bull's eye with the new D300 series.

HiFiTest.de Magazine - 
Outstanding

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeMsAR4Q2qS1BhjvjLYB

Diamond 11 Series

Dec, 2017 A delightful 5.1 package… articulate, well-balanced and unafraid of seismic movie moments.Home Cinema Choice 
- Best Buy

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSeDgtcQ2qS1BhjSv3o

Nov, 2017 All the winning ways of the Diamond 11.1 on a bigger scale… verve, speed, extraordinary 
midband insight, clean and extended treble.

Hi Fi Choice 
- 5 Stars Recommended

Nov, 2017 Hard Rocker With A Sense For Fine Detailslite Das Lifestyle & Technik 
Magazine

Nov, 2017 Extremely capable and full of detail and revelation.Hi Fi World - 5 Globes Award

HI-FI WORLDHI-FI WORLD

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DaGXcN8Q2qS1BhjZv3o

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRIbDvcQ2qS1BhjVw3o

http://www.wharfedale-diamond11.co.uk/

Nov, 2017 Rich bass, explosive LFE, expressive midrange and refined high frequenciess.AVTech Media Awards 
- Best Compact Speaker System

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DeGQWWkQ2qS1BhjMv3o

Jan, 2018 The Classic… the Diamond 11.5 has become a splendid to look at and well built speaker.HiFiTest.de Magazine 
- Best of HiFi Test

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUWcnrsQ2qS1BhivwHo



Feb, 2019 They deliver outstanding sound for an absolutely unrivaled price - and should certainly be 
a purchase for life given the convincing build quality.

Fidelity Online

https://www.fidelity-magazin.de/2018/12/05/test-kompaktlautsprecher-wharfedale-d320/

Feb, 2019 Fantastic all-rounder… punches well above its asking price… no hesitation in giving them Hifi 
Pig’s top accolade! The easiest £199 you would spend on a pair of speakers. They don’t 
disappoint no matter what music you’re into.

Hifi Pig Magazine - 
Outstanding Product Award

https://hifipig.com/wharfedale-d320-standmount-loudspeakers/#more-49619

Jan, 2019 Hi Fi Choice 
- 5 Stars Recommended

…satisfaction guaranteed where it does come into its own is with a remarkably accurate and 
neutral sound that handles all kinds of music styles without fear or favour. Overall, this is a 
great little speaker that will perform well as part of any starter system.

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUgLoZ0Q2qS1BhjCmZoB

Jan, 2019 The D330s reveal the skill in the song writing and recording… feature a strikingly different 
aesthetic, with revised drive units and construction to maximise performance. It all pays off 
in a compact, affordable and smart-looking floorstander that offers surprising levels of 
performance for the money.

Hi-Fi News 
- Outstanding Products 

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DXu1IGMQ2qS1Bhi9yY8B

Nov, 2018 This is a startlingly ‘grown up’ speaker with attributes that are unusual at the price… 
enthusiastically recommended

AVForums - Recommended

https://www.avforums.com/review/wharfedale-d320-standmount-speaker-review.15507

D300 Series
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Mar, 2019 Upgrade the sound quality of your TV without breaking the bank... When you consider the 
performance and the price, the Vista 200S is definitely worthy of a Best Buy.

AVForums - Best Buy Award

https://www.avforums.com/review/wharfedale-vista-200s-soundbar-review.15914

May, 2019

VISTA200/S

May, 2019 Exceptional value… You won't find a better 2.1-channel soundbar for the money.Trusted Reviews - 
Highly Recommended

https://www.trustedreviews.com/reviews/wharfedale-vista-200s

Nov, 2019 EE Pocket-lint - 2019 Award Impressive performer offers exceptional value… the iconic British speaker manufacturer has 
wisely eschewed unnecessary features to deliver a sensibly conceived and attractively 
designed system… the inclusion of HDMI and a wireless subwoofer is also something that 
should not be taken for granted at this price point.
https://www.pocket-lint.com/speakers/reviews/147318-wharfedale-vista-200s-review-
soundbar-specs-verdict

An impressive soundbar and subwoofer combination… exceptional value.Pocket-lint Review - 
Recommended

https://www.pocket-lint.com/speakers/reviews/147318-wharfedale-vista-200s-review-
soundbar-specs-verdict
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Oct, 2018 Well priced, easy to live with and - mostly importantly - sounds absolutely superb for the 
money.

Home Cinema Choice 
- Best Buy

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DbP2mHYQ2qS1BhiUnV8

Mar, 2018 Honest to goodness home cinema thrills… great sound for the asking price… compact and 
well made…  this bargain box of brilliant is an indisputable Best Buy.

AVForums.com 
- Best Buy Award

https://www.avforums.com/review/wharfedale-dx-2-home-cinema-speaker-package-
review.14592

Jul, 2018 The DX-2 offers a far more engaging, expansive and, above all, enjoyable home cinema 
experience than any one-box solution can muster… A powerful, compact 5.1 home cinema 
system that balances price and performance with style.

Trusted Review 
Recommended

https://www.trustedreviews.com/reviews/3445231

Oct, 2018 Wharfedale delivers movie magic on a small scale with the delightful DX-2 package.What Hi-Fi? - 5 Stars 

https://www.whathifi.com/wharfedale/dx-2/review

Feb, 2019 These beautifully crafted units are positioned around the room… the surround sound is truly 
astonishing.

Metro Newspaper

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DaQmcuAQ2qS1BhiYxJ4B

Dec, 2018 At this price, the DX-2 is peerless.What Hi-Fi? - Best Speaker 
Package Under £500

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DTdzm7QQ2qS1Bhi734oB

Best Speaker Package Under £500

Oct, 2019 Best speaker package under £500. Wharfedale delivers movie magic on a small scale.What Hi-Fi? - AWARDS 2019

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-speaker-packages-2019

Oct, 2020 Wharfedale delivers movie magic on a small scale.What Hi-Fi? - 
Best speaker packages 2020

https://www.whathifi.com/awards/best-speaker-packages-2020

Nov, 2019 At this price, the DX-2 remains peerless…What Hi-Fi? Magazine - 
Best Speaker Package 
Under £500

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DRhGC-UQ2qS1BhiG0JwC

BEST SPEAKER PACKAGE
UNDER £500



Jun, 2018 If you’re looking for a refined desktop speaker, and put musicality, agility and expression at 
the top of your wish list, the DS-2 is going to tick all of those boxes for under £200...

Trusted Review 
Recommended

Jun, 2018 Insider Top Five Launches.What Hi-Fi?

May, 2018 British company unveils new wireless standmount.Hi-Fi Choice

May, 2018 DS-2 is aimed at delivering  hi-fi sound in miniatured form - perfect place on a desk, table of 
shelf.

Hi-Fi World

https://www.trustedreviews.com/reviews/wharfedale-ds-2

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DczH52AQ2qS1BhiGtV8

http://www.hifichoice.co.uk/news/article/wharfedale%27s-new-bluetooth-ds-2-goes-on-
sale/26284

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSi5c4EQ2qS1BhismmA

May, 2018 Good things really do come in small packages.expert reviews

Apr, 2018 This month's top 10 news stories in handy, bite-sized chunks…Home Cinema Choice 
- Best Buy

http://www.expertreviews.co.uk/speakers/1407074/wharfedale-ds-2-review-good-things-
really-do-come-in-small-packages

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUNn8UMQ2qS1BhiummA

DS-2, desktop speaker
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LINTON Heritage

https://www.hifiplus.com/articles/wharfedale-linton-85th-anniversary-loudspeaker/

Wharfedale’s Linton 85s are ideal speakers upon which to base truly affordable high-end 
audio systems. In fact, they are so good that for many listeners they will serve not only as a 
high-end audio starting point, but also as a wonderful end-destination.

Hi-Fi+ MagazineMar, 2020

https://www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk/select/issue16/#issue/Issue16/landscape/46

https://www.whathifi.com/news/what-hi-fi-awards-26-product-of-the-year-winners-
announced-for-2020

Wonderfully retro looks with an up-to-date sound… their sound is warm and generous while 
also fabulously detailed, making these speakers both imposing and enormous fun.

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision (UK) 
- Select Awards 2020 Best 
Hi-Fi Speakers £750-1000

Sep, 2020

With retro good looks and a natural, relaxed sound to match, these Wharfedales are different, 
but undeniably superb.

What Hi-Fi? - Readers AwardNov, 2020
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https://www.stereophile.com/content/wharfedale-linton-heritage-loudspeaker

A refined, elegantly detailed, full-range sound with a magnetic personality that made me 
want to play records - made me want to listen longer, and to understand more of what I was 
listening to. These conspicuous talents, plus the fact that the Lintons look Jaguar-like 
expensive and cost less than they should, make the newest Wharfedales highly 
recommendable.

Stereophile MagazineSep, 2019

LINTON Heritage

HI-FI WORLDHI-FI WORLD
https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DSHYtZUQ2qS1Bhi8xpwC

Vintage Dream with Impressive Sound. If I did not know better, I would never believe that 
these speakers are available for 1000 euros. Never mind, for the pair!! If you are looking for the 
optical charm of the old days and you want a really good sounding speaker, you have found 
your destination here. In my view, this speaker is a very hot recommendation!

https://www.fidelity-magazin.de/2019/11/07/wharfedale-linton/

A prime candidate for speaker of the year… I know nothing that can measure up to it in terms 
of transparency and dynamics.

https://www.whathifi.com/reviews/wharfedale-linton

Undeniably superb… spot-on stereo imaging and layer upon layer of marvellous detail, you 
could listen to these speakers for days and still not get tired.

Fidelity Magazine (Germany)Nov, 2019

A piece of truly modern budget esoterica that just happens to look retro… the new 
Wharfedale Linton reimagines the past, rather than recreating it. It delivers so much of what 
was great about old-school wide-baffle loudspeakers – the ease, effortless musicality and 
room filling physicality – yet consigns the age-old problems of vagueness, dynamic 
compression and poor transient response to the dustbin of history. It’s a special speaker in its 
way, but what I most like about it is that it offers all this for such an attractive price.

Hi-Fi Choice - Yearbook 2019Jan, 2020

The Linton 85th Anniversary Edition loudspeakers are big – 1970s style – brought up to date. 
Full bodied,
powerful and eager to go loud. They are also revealing and accurate.
There is some boxiness from the big cabinets but that is what comes with
the territory. If you want to go loud and have your socks blown off – just try these!

Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst The Best

Nov, 2019

https://www.lite-magazin.de/2019/11/wharfedale-linton-vintage-traum-mit-
beeindruckender-klangkultur/

lite Das Lifestyle & 
Technik Magazin - 
Top Class Value for Money

Nov, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/Da8u1icQ2qS1BhjM7MIC

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DbG4A-sQ2qS1BhitjM0C

What Hi-Fi? - 5 StarsFeb, 2020

The quality of the first generation of Linton from 1965 is still among connoisseurs always 
highly regarded and with this new Linton that is not different in my view. The new Linton has 
a retro look but performs at the level that you want from a modern
loudspeaker may be expected. The performance is even particularly high because the spatial 
image that the Linton drop is great and higher than many competitors with this price range. If 
you like acoustic music or music with lots of spatial information and are you looking
go to a new speaker especially the Lintons to attempt. This could well be the bull's-eye!

HVT Magazine (Holland)Jan, 2020

https://bit.ly/Linton-TheAbsoluteSound

A perfect combination! As individual components, I’d happily recommend both the 
Wharfedale Linton Heritage speakers with their optional stands and the QUAD Vena II 
integrated amplifier separately. However, it’s when you put these two together that they 
really shine...highly recommended, alone or (especially) together.

The Absolute Sound Magazine 
(USA)

Mar, 2020
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LINTON Heritage

Like before, the new speaker oozes craftsmanship and the British tradition of speaker design. 
A large, three-way stand-mounted speaker, it combines those nostalgic traits with 
up-to-date technology.

Audio Video SA (South Africa)May, 2019

https://www.avsa.co.za/revitalised-linton-makes-a-welcome-return/

https://hifi-stars.de/wharfedale-linton/

With retro design on the road to success, the great interest in the new edition of this 
loudspeaker can be summed up.

HiFiStars Magazine (Germany) Jun, 2019

https://www.audiophil-online.de/news/wharefedale-linton-heritage-20190522.html

https://www.stereo.de/artikel/wharfedale-legt-klassiker-neu-auf

The result is a traditional yet modern speaker that does justice to any sound material.Audiophil Online (Germany)Jun, 2019

The British loudspeaker specialist Wharfedale revives the design of the 1960s and launches 
the 'Linton' model as a 'Heritage' version.

STEREO Magazine (Germany)Jun, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUNOAPoQ2qS1Bhi7sucB

The tuning between the chassis was perfect. That was honest, powerful, playful. You can't 
wish for more with a disguised floorstanding speaker. That's where the sun rises! Even though 
we had expected a lot from this loudspeaker, it surprised us positively in all categories. Its 
perfect workmanship, the sophisticated diaphragms - even on the outside we didn't want to 
believe the low price. Then the sound impression: harmonious, closed, wide panorama, noble 
dynamics. The aim is to pay homage to a great price-performance miracle.

AUDIO.de Magazine - 
Recommended

Aug, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DZwT8w8Q2qS1BhjLuNsB

A piece of truly modern budget esoterica that just happens to look retro… the new 
Wharfedale Linton reimagines the past, rather than recreating it. It delivers so much of what 
was great about old-school wide-baffle loudspeakers – the ease, effortless musicality and 
room filling physicality – yet consigns the age-old problems of vagueness, dynamic 
compression and poor transient response to the dustbin of history. It’s a special speaker in its 
way, but what I most like about it is that it offers all this for such an attractive price. 

Hi-Fi Choice - RecommendedJul, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DTqNkdIQ2qS1BhiIr-cB

Wharfedale Linton Heritage is a pair of retro speakers very successful and almost no 
complaining points complained... to make a conclusion quality performance by Linton 
Heritage, that is a pair of speakers give the feeling of listening to relaxing music. However, the 
vintage color is quite clear and has ‘talent’ increase the sensitivity of the listener's music, 
especially. Suitable for jazz, vocal, blue.

Audio & Visual Magazine 
(Vietnam)

Aug, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DXmZOo4Q2qS1Bhjur-cB

They play naturally, backed by precisely articulated bass that out of this class. Nothing can be 
criticized either middle band readability or high frequency.

Stereo & Video Magazine 
(Czech) - Recommended

Aug, 2019

https://www.stereonet.co.uk/reviews/review-wharfedale-linton-heritage-updated

A thoroughly well-made 3-way speaker with heritage almost literally written all over them. 
The review culminates in a special five-star Applause Award – a rare accolade that is only 
bestowed upon the very best products the website has reviewed.

StereoNET UK - 5-star 
Applause Award

Sep, 2019
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Rated as 'Best Bookshelf', 'Best Under $1,000', and 'Best Overall Sound Quality'.Joe N Tell - tech reviewer 

DENTON 85

Feb, 2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBLTZ3_U8Qo&feature=youtu.be

A small loudspeaker with a big sound. Clear, full bodied, punchy and exciting beyond what 
you'd expect at either the price or the size.

Hi-Fi World - 5 Globes 
Outstanding Amongst The Best 

Jul, 2019

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DbCXhiUQ2qS1BhiK16kD

REVA-4
The quality of workmanship is, as typical for Wharfedale, at the highest level. The interior and 
the entire construction reveal a very high level, which is consequently expressed in an 
exceptionally pleasant sound.

lite Das Lifestyle &
Technik Magazin 

Feb, 2019

https://www.lite-magazin.de/2019/02/wharfedale-reva-4-edle-standlautsprecher-mit-
wohlfuehlfaktor/

https://www.lite-magazin.de/2019/02/wharfedale-reva-4-edle-standlautsprecher-mit-
wohlfuehlfaktor/
This does not correspond at all to the cliché of an English loudspeaker. Neither is there a 
focus on a presence area, nor are dream prices called for. Wharfedale simply wants the 
REVA-4 to play in the upper entry-level class. Which succeeds very well. Here you don't 
spend your money on the small interim solution, but can enjoy many years of honest sound. 
The basic tuning tends to be humane and warm.

AUDIO.de MagazineDec, 2018

https://iaggroup.jianguoyun.com/p/DUm1MgQQ2qS1BhjJzpcB
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A speaker that is the epitome of simplicity and minimal design ...it’s seductive, the kind of 
midrange that draws you in until you fall in love with this loudspeaker. They repeatedly gave 
me the goosebumps... I can recommend them without any hesitation - they’re well crafted, 
they sound great and for most people they represent all of a loudspeaker that anyone is 
going to need.

Recovering Audiophile (USA)Sep, 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hL6PshnQKSw&feature=youtu.be
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Crystal-4 Series
For this kind of money, the Wharfedale Crystal 4.3 surround speaker system delivers a lot of 
movie and music magic... the bass is both generous and well controlled, and the subwoofer 
does a decent job of ensuring that those all-important sub-bass notes are felt as much as 
heard. Those looking for a cost-effective, well-engineered and versatile surround sound 
speaker system will find the Crystal 4.3 combo delivers on most fronts. They’re nicely put 
together, relatively unobtrusive, and always deliver the music and movie soundtrack goods.

Audio Video SA (South Africa)Apr, 2019

https://www.avsa.co.za/wharfedale-crystal-4-3-big-av-sound-small-budget/

Exson M
It is safe to say the Bluetooth speaker market is saturated, but the Wharfedale Exson M does 
enough to stand out from the crowd and could be the perfect speaker for next year’s music 
festivals… I was pleasantly surprised, this surpassed my expectations by a considerable 
margin, and in my opinion, outperforms the more expensive Soundcore counterparts. It is not 
a huge difference quality-wise, but the fact that this is 30% cheaper than the Soundcore 
Motion+ is considerable. Plus, if you like camping, you get the flashlight too.

Mighty Gadget (UK)Oct, 2019

https://mightygadget.co.uk/wharfedale-exson-m-review/

Exson S
A premium & versatile portable speaker in a crowded marketplace… as you would expect 
from Wharfedale, this is a superb speaker, providing excellent audio quality in a small 
package.

Mighty Gadget (UK)Dec, 2019

https://mightygadget.co.uk/wharfedale-exson-s-review-a-premium-versatile-portable-
speaker-in-a-crowded-marketplace/

https://mightygadget.co.uk/wharfedale-exson-s-review-a-premium-versatile-portable-
speaker-in-a-crowded-marketplace/

WPods
A pair to consider if you're looking for an inexpensive and stylish alternative to Apple's 
Airpods... they work well, look great, and the charging case is easy to slip into your pocket.

Good Housekeeping MagazineMay, 2020

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/product-reviews/tech/a32139002/
wharfedale-w-pods-review/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/product-reviews/tech/a32139002/wharfedale-w-pods-review/
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